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Vanita Art Gallery    
Vanita Vishram, Athwa gate                  

Surat 395001 
Gujarat, India  

Ph. : +91-261-2300200 / 2300208 
Email : vanitavishram1907@yahoo.com  

Web: www.vanitavishramsurat.com 
   

  LOGO DESIGNING CONTEST FOR VANITA ART GALLERY 

Name of the student: Mr./ Ms._____________________________________ 

Institute of study:______________________________________________ 

Course of study: _____________________Year/Semester:______________ 

Address:______________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Telephone:____________________________________________________ 

Description/Essence of the logo, which you have developed: 
____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

I have read all terms and conditions for this competition and I abide by them. 

Place:__________________       Date:______________ 

 

Signature:____________________________________________ 
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Vanita   Vishram is a more than 110 Years old non –profit organization whose activities are 
aligned to fulfill the mission of the founders, viz.,to ensure empowerment and self –reliance of 
women in our society.  Founded in the year 1907 by Late Mrs. Shivgauri Gajjar and Late Mrs. 
Bajigauri Munshi, Vanita Vishram  has always been striving hard to fulfill the mission and vision 
of its founders. Vanita Vishram, with its unwavering commitment towards women’s 
empowerment, has more than 20 units in its fold which contains educational institutes and 
vocational courses.  

Recently, Vanita Vishram has added one more feather in its cap, viz. “Vanita Art Gallery”. 

This gallery provides much needed platform in Surat to reputed artists to showcase their 
creations and also provides inspiration for aspiring, upcoming artists. The Gallery is situated 
right in the heart of the city , in the century old heritage building which is surrounded by lush 
green campus. The modern state of the art gallery shall provide the platform for artists not 
only from Surat but across the globe to exhibit their artworks.  

For establishing brand of “Vanita Art Gallery”, Management of Vanita Vishram has 
decided to come up with a suitable logo for the gallery, We are inviting students of 
various fine arts colleges of Surat to participate  in the logo designing contest. 
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Following are rules and regulations for Logo Designing Contest for “Vanita Art Gallery” : 

1. Logo competition is restricted to the students who are studying in various disciplines of arts 
(Fine arts, Commercial arts etc…)  and who are associated with Colleges/Universities in and 
around Surat.  
 

2. Faculty members can not participate in the said competition. 
 

3. (a) Logo must represent the ethos of Vanita Vishram (summary writeup is provided as 
preamble to this form) and it must be the original work of the submitter 
(b) Logo will be designed to be used in all print and digital media 
(c)The logo should be simple, not be complicated or confusing, and all elements must be 
discernible when reproduced in smaller sizes 
(d)Designs must be submitted in .jpg , .cdr and .pdf format on following email. 
vanitavishram1907@yahoo.com . Mention in Subject line “Logo for VAG” 
(e) The logo shall also be submitted in hardcopy- A4 size paper. Images can be larger than, 
but must be no smaller than, three inches by three inches (3” x 3”).  
Hardcopies along with this form can be submitted in sealed envelope at: 
To, Vanita Art Gallery Committee, Vanita Vishram, Athwa gate, Surat 395001. 
(f) The submission in the competition automatically certifies that the logo does not infringe 
upon the rights of any third party and that it does not violate any copyright. 
 

4. Vanita Vishram reserves the right to judge the logo based on their visual appeal, adherence 
to the concept, quality of design, ease of reproduction. The Management decision shall be 
final including but not limited to any decision that no winner will be chosen. 
 

5. By submitting a Logo Design to Vanita Vishram, It is agreed that the Logo Design shall 
become the property of the Vanita Vishram and one hereby grants all right, title and interest 
in and to the Logo Design, including, but not limited to, all copyrights, trademarks, patents 
and any other intellectual property in the Logo Design. The Vanita Vishram reserves the right 
to use any Contest participant’s Logo Design, in whole or in part, including any modifications 
or amendments thereto.  Submission of a Logo Design in the Contest does not obligate the 
Vanita Vishram to use such Logo Design. 
 

6. The winners of the selected logo shall be awarded cash prize of Rs. 5000 (for First prize), Rs. 
3000 (for Second prize) and Rs. 2000 (for Third prize). Winners shall be communicated to 
collect the prizes from office of Vanita Vishram by 20th of January 2019. 

 
7. Last date of Logo submission is 7th January 2020  

I have read all terms and conditions for this contest and I abide by them. 

Place:__________________       Date:______________ 

 

Name:_______________________________________________ 

Signature:____________________________________________ 


